Pinpoint and remediate email
risk with Egress Analytics
Use granular reporting and analytics to spot threats, stay compliant and
demonstrate ROI
Human-activated threats are now the number one cause
of email security incidents. Egress Prevent minimises
insider risk with machine learning that flags risk in
real-time and empowers users to fix potential incidents
before they can even happen.
As part of our offering, we also provide administrators
with detailed analytics that track how users are
responding to the tool’s advice across multiple
scenarios, meaning your organisation can rapidly
identify any risk across email flows and remain
compliant with data privacy legislation.

Get ahead of email risk

Realise ROI

Pinpoint risk faster with rapid analytics and
reporting.

Demonstrate security posture gains through
Egress investments.

Accelerate decision making
Take critical security decisions faster.

Protect brand equity
Stay compliant and avoid reputational and
financial harm.

Comprehensive reporting that safeguards compliance
Egress Prevent’s reporting allows you to quickly pinpoint compliance risk across email flows
in a matter of clicks. You can access dashboards and comprehensive analytics across multiple
scenarios of risk, including: misdirected emails; display name impersonations; insecure domains;
large recipient lists (where the use of BCC might be necessary); multi-domains (when there
are more than the recommended number of external domains); as well as new, and even
misspelled, aliases.

Securing

7 million
users every
day

In-depth analysis of multiple scenarios
Detailed analytics for each of these scenarios reveals the level of advice
accepted vs. rejected, users who are flagging risk most frequently, as well
as a timeline of events. We also provide an extensive list of most recent
emails, detailing when the email was sent, the sender and their recipients,
those recipients which flagged advice, and whether the advice was
accepted or rejected. This enables you to identify areas of email risk across
your organisation and, in turn, put remediating plans in place.

“... a very easy to use application, fast and
with great precision, that is why we consider
it one of the best of its kind today!”

Top five features
1

Easy-to-digest dashboards

2

Multiple scenarios tracked

3

In-depth risk analytics

4

Prevent advice reporting

5

Granular user profiles
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Visit www.egress.com for
more features.

Granular user analytics
that mitigate human error
Our reporting also allows
administrators to drill down to
the user level and investigate how
employees are responding to the
real-time advice issued by our
contextual machine learning. As
well as revealing whether users
are accepting or rejecting advice,
the platform offers intelligence
into when those emails were
sent, the recipients involved, and
the type of scenario, meaning
you can effectively pinpoint atrisk employees who may require
additional support and take
mitigating steps.

For more information please contact your account
manager or call 0844 800 0172

Click here to
share product
information

About Egress
Our vision is for a connected world in which people communicate efficiently
and securely. To achieve this, we provide human layer security to protect
individual users and stop breaches before they happen.
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